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Instructions for Authors

Authors wishing to submit to *JMASM* may do so using the submission form at the journal’s website, http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/jmasm. Three areas are appropriate for *JMASM*:

1. Development or study of new statistical tests or procedures, or the comparison of existing statistical tests or procedures, using computer-intensive Monte Carlo, bootstrap, jackknife, or resampling methods;

2. Development or study of nonparametric, robust, permutation, exact, and approximate randomization methods; and

3. Applications of computer programming, preferably in Fortran (all other programming environments are welcome), related to statistical algorithms, pseudo-random number generators, simulation techniques, and self-contained executable code to carry out new or interesting statistical methods.

Elegant derivations, as well as articles with no take-home message to practitioners, have low priority. Articles based on Monte Carlo (and other computer-intensive) methods designed to evaluate new or existing techniques or practices, particularly as they relate to novel applications of modern methods to everyday data analysis problems, have high priority.

Work appearing in *Regular Articles, Brief Reports, and Emerging Scholars* is externally peer reviewed, with input from the Editorial Board; work appearing in *Statistical Software Applications and Review* and *JMASM Algorithms and Code* is internally reviewed by the Editorial Board. *JMASM* charges neither article processing fees nor submission fees.

Please observe the following guidelines when preparing manuscripts:

1. *JMASM* uses a modified American Psychological Association style guideline.

2. Articles should be submitted without a title page or abstract. There should be no material identifying authorship except in the fields of the submission form. Include a statement in the cover letter indicating that proper human subjects protocols were followed where applicable, including informed consent.

3. Manuscripts should be prepared in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx) only (Wordperfect and .rtf formats may be acceptable – please inquire). Please note that Tex (in its various versions), Exp, and Adobe .pdf formats are designed to produce the final presentation of text. They are not amenable to the editing process, and are NOT acceptable for manuscript submission.

4. The text maximum is 20 pages double spaced, not including tables, figures, graphs, and references. Use 11 point Times Roman font.

5. Create tables without boxes or vertical lines. Place tables, figures, and graphs "in-line", not at the end of the manuscript. Figures may be in .jpg, .tif, .png, and other formats readable by Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop.

6. The submission form requires an Abstract with a 50 word maximum, and a list of key words or phrases. Major headings are Introduction, Methodology, Results, Conclusion, and References. Center headings. Subheadings are left justified; capitalize only the first letter of each word. Sub-subheadings are left justified, indent optional.
7. Do not use underlining in the manuscript. Do not use bold, except for (a) matrices, or (b) emphasis within a table, figure, or graph. Do not number sections. Number all formulas, tables, figures, and graphs, but do not use italics, bold, or underline. Do not number references. Do not use footnotes or endnotes.

8. In the References section, do not put quotation marks around titles of articles or books. Capitalize only the first letter of books. Italicize journal or book titles, and volume numbers. Use "&" instead of "and" in multiple author listings.

9. Suggestions for style: Instead of "I drew a sample of 40" write "A sample of 40 was selected". Use "although" instead of "while," unless the meaning is "at the same time." Use "because" instead of "since," unless the meaning is "after." Instead of "Smith (1990) notes" write "Smith (1990) noted." Do not strike the spacebar twice after a period.